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You may recall in our previous article 

that we referred to two ‘test cases’ 

that were being heard on the subject 

of business interruption insurance 

and how it may (or may not) be a 

recourse for insured businesses 

suffering from the effects of COVID 

19 and the associated lock-down 

scenarios.  

The first test case gave reason to 

believe that opportunities may exist 

for insureds’ to seek compensation 

from their insurers – albeit on a case 

by case basis taking into account the 

specific ‘words’ embedded in 

individual insurance contracts. This 

had the potential to turn the tables 

on those insurers usually relying on 

fine print to exclude certain events. 

The confidence of policyholders was 

further buoyed by the then recent UK 

court findings that business 

interruption claims incurred as a 

result of the pandemic were in fact 

covered. As a result, and again 

depending on the specific insurer and the 

specific policy wording in place, claims 

payments began to flow in the UK.  

We would be forgiven for thinking that 

the outcome of the second test case 

would follow suit and the grounds upon 

which insurers could deny claims would 

be scotched - unfortunately this has not 

been the case.  

A number of complex issues were 

examined in detail by the court with the 

result being that insurers were supported 

in their preference to interpret certain 

terms at their discretion, or indeed 

negate the effect of certain references to 

specific Government Acts that had since 

be superseded.  

In August 2021, we conducted a webinar in 

which we sought the expert opinion of 

Doctor Allan Manning. Doctor Manning is 

arguably Australia’s pre-eminent expert on 

insurance risk assessment and the 

operation of insurance policies as they 

relate to potential claims (and the 

complexity and ambiguity that quite often 

arises in the settlement process). You can 

view the webinar here : 

 

COVID 19 Business Interruption Claims 

Webinar – Dr. Allan Manning 

 

Passcode: FeeSynergy@1 

Enterprising law firms may start gathering information and client support 

for potential class actions against individual insurers. 

 

 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/j4eNXdy1vIdm5UW8EqZbwBs21xBnf6VmM0KXLTrmKdDGrz_2grgbsLUqV4k7IJvT.7hqm-s36GSN8ED73
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/j4eNXdy1vIdm5UW8EqZbwBs21xBnf6VmM0KXLTrmKdDGrz_2grgbsLUqV4k7IJvT.7hqm-s36GSN8ED73


 

 

 

 

Following the Doctor’s previous comments and the obvious disappointing outcome of the second test case, we felt it relevant 

to Most importantly, Doctor Manning pointed out that the decision is subject to appeal and this will most certainly take place.  

There are many stakeholders who have been taken by surprise following the decision and their resolve to continue pursuing 

relief has not waivered. Apart from the formal appeal process following the decision, Doctor Manning anticipates that insured 

businesses that have ‘held back’ awaiting the decision will now take the lead and commence proceedings individually against 

their insurers. It would also come as no surprise if enterprising law firms start gathering information and client support for 

potential class actions against individual insurers.  

In the meantime, the insurance grapevine tells us that some high profile insurers have settled claims for their clients on a 

strictly ‘without prejudice’ basis with no ‘admission of liability’.  This is indeed interesting, as you will recall we did previously 

report that insurers had significantly increased claims reserves (presumably on the basis that at least some claims would have 

to be paid).  

So once again we find ourselves playing the waiting game to see what might come out of the appeal process. We will keep you 

informed as proceedings progress.  

Of course, any information we provide is extremely general in nature and we highly recommend that Clients seek their own 

insurance and legal advice to see where they stand in relation to this or any other insurance matter. 
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